**ENDWALL STRUCTURAL LINE**

**ENDWALL TRIM**

**WALL ADAPTER**

**FIBERGLASS INSULATION AND VAPOR RETARDER**

**BUTLER WALL SYSTEM WITH FLUOROPOLYMER COATING. (BUTLERIB II ®, ® SHADOWALL, STYLLWALL II ® AND THERMAWALL)**

**BUTLER MR-24 ® ROOF SYSTEM WITH INSULATION**

**FACTORY PUNCHED TRUSS PURLIN**

**SKY-WEB ® FALL PROTECTION & INSULATION SUPPORT SYSTEM**

**ENDWALL POST**

**"C" OR "Z" GIRT (SHOWN)**

**GIRT SPACING VARIES AS PER EAVE HEIGHT, WIND LOAD CRITERIA AND WALL PANEL TYPE.**

**COLUMN BASE PLATES MAY BE RECESSED BELOW FINISHED FLOOR**

**FLOOR LINE**

**FOUNDATION AS REQUIRED BY LOCAL CONDITIONS**

SECTION: Applicable to all Landmark 2000 Frames

Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"